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THE PAN AMERICAN
Pan American University, Edinburg

35th Year No. 15

Thursday, January 22, 1987

Faculty nears accord
with administration
By John Speer
Staff Writer
As this issue of The f>an
American went to press, the
Faculty Senate met to discuss a
set of procedures to address
faculty concerns negotiated and
agreed upon by the university
president and a senate committee.
Last week the newly-elected
senate voted to "reinstate business as usual" with university
administrators after President
Miguel Nevarez addressed the
entire faculty with a message
aimed at reconciliation.

"Our problems are
not structural. I
will not initiate
changes in the
structure of
existing administrative bodies."
--Pres. Nevarez
In September the senate ended
discussion with the admini~tration on all issues except
improvement of communications until "marked progress"
was observed.
The reaction of many senators
and faculty members to the
president's Wednesday speech
are fairly characterized by the
words of incoming senator Dr.
A. J. Alamia of the psychology
department.
He said the president's
remarks were directed at issues
that have been under deliberation and negotiation with the
Faculty Senate.

"I think there were some
legitimate concerns raised by the
Faculty Senate," Alamia said,
"and that President Nevarez has
made a step in answering and
perhaps resolving some of the
issues."
Nevarez presented a timetable
to the faculty outlining his plans
to review his administrators
during the spring semester. All
administrators are expected to
compose improvement plans.
Last semester 49 percent of the
faculty completed evaluations of
all administrators. Nevarez told
the group that he "takes these
evaluations seriously, both mine
and theirs."

"The results of those evaluations," Nevarez said, "seem to
indicate considerable diss~tisfaction with academic administrators at the level of dean and
above."
Dr. Ronald Applbaum, vice
president of academic affairs,
ranked lowest on the evaluations, drawing more positive
than negative results on only
eight of 49 items.
"If any individual in question
does not improve during the
spring semester," Nevarez continued, "I will reassign that
administrator immediately, appoint an interim replacement and
initiate a search for a permanent
replacement."
The president said he will
extend the evaluation period
through November 1987 for
administrators who "make observable progress toward improvment" and "accept criticism
objectively."
Applbaum told the "McAllen
Monitor" earlier this week that
he is looking for ways to improve his job performance. He
mentioned the possibility of
going "back to faculty as a
teacher."
The VPAA distinguished
himself as a sholar by being
named full professor in a California university at age 32.
Communications is his field.
Faculty Senator David Alvirez
said the president's evaluation
policy is the most substantial
change introduced by last
week's speech.
"The deans and other administrators know they have to
do somethi.i~ to improve communications and collegiality,"
Alvirez said.
Before the creation of the
College of Arts and Sciences

,~-"We
----------need structural
changes to give
the faculty a voice.
We need more of a
partnership and
less of a supervisor/subordinate
relationship. ·

--Dr. Freeman
Alvirez was dean of social
sciences.
Alvirez said he could speak for
himself and a few other senators

by expressing a mood of
"cautious optimism" that some
things will begin to change.
New officers for the Faculty
Senate include Vice Chair Lee
Hamilton and Parliamentarian
Alvirez.
Kevin Morse and
Sandy Sanchez remained in
their positions as chair and
secretary, respectively.
Nevarez has rejected at least
four structural changes proposed by the Faculty Senate
which were designed to improve communications and increase faculty input into decision making.
"Our problems are not structural," Nevarez said. "I will not
initiate changes in the structure
of
existing
administrative
bodies."
Alvirez and others believe that
structural problems do exist, but
look forward to a period of
reduced tension and cooperation
between faculty and administrators.
Outgoing senator Samuel Freeman agreed that a period of calm
will ensue, but said he anticipates no change in the major
problems facing the university.
"We need structural changes,"
Freeman said, "to give the
faculty a voice. We need more
of a partnership and less of a
supervisor/subordinate relationship."
Freeman cited the Carnegie
Report on Higher Education.
He said that study calls for a
reintegration of faculty into
university decision-making procedures.
Alvirez said that one alternative
to the current policy-making
structure would be a university
council composed of students,
administrator and faculty. He
said the idea had been proposed
here before and Applbaum
expressed interest in investigating the possibility.
Freeman said the problem
facing the univeristy is twofold. "The structural system
denies decision-making authority to the faculty and the university is run by incompetents."
"The truth is," according to
Nevarez, "we are all so busy
looking at the obstacles immediately in front of our feet, that
we fail to lift our vision to the
horizon .. .! need individuals
who can perhaps forget that
they are either faculty or administrators, and instead see
themselves as educators."

Building
nearly
finished

Rain during the Christmas holidays has delayed completion of the
Sugar Road drainage improvement project by at least a month.
Edinburg Director of Public Works Sam Home said last week that
city crews should complete the underground phase of the project by
early next week, creating two temporary lanes to serve traffic until
final repaving is finished.
The drainage and repaving project, which includes a new left-turn
only lane, was originally projected to require closure of the street only
until the beginning of the semester.
Frequent rainfall has delayed repaving until the third week of
ebruary, barring any additional wet weather.
Sugar Road is currently closed to traffic from the west entrance of
OL B north to the entrance of the Physical Plant.
In the meantime, Home asks that students and residents watch out
for crews and machinery when using the temporary lanes.

"Construction of the new Health, Physical Education and Recreation II Building has almost
been completed," according to
Dr. Charles J. Parkinson, head
of the health and physical education department.
HPER II, under construction
since the spring of 1986, now
requires only additional inside
painting and floor sanding.
The building is currently operating at partial occupancy.
Equipment for the weight room
and some faculty offices is expected to be moved in within the
next two weeks.
The gross square footage of
HPER II amounts to 60,301
square feet, of which 45,780
square feet will actually be used
by students and faculty.
Construction cost of the building should total $4,337,670.
Movable equipment costs will
come to $550,000.
The new gym consists of two
basketball courts, three volleyball courts, eight badminton
courts, eight racquetball courts,

See PE, page 2

Not through here--Bronc Tyrone Scott, 6-foot point guard, takes his defensive
position at Tuesday night's game against the Cardinals of Lamar University. Scott Is
the so-called 'dime a dozen· type player. His responsibility as point guard is the
invaluable Job of running the ballclub, setting up the offense and hustling back on
defense while the slower big guys plod downcourt. (Photo by Delcla Lopez)

Enrollment up 11% over '86
Enrollment is up 11 percent
from· last spring, according to
preliminary figures released by
the office of admissions and
records.
8,686
As of Monday,
students have enrolled. Last
spring's figure was 7,828 students.
Records indicate increases in
all classification levels.
The rise in enrollment has been
felt "across the board," according to Dr. Paul Mitchell,
Associate Dean for curriculum
and program development, College of Arts and Sciences.

Mitchell said that beginning
freshman figures did not rise
substantially since last spring.
Beginning freshman enrollment
increased 13.8 percent since
spring 1986.
David Zuniga, director of admissions and records, stressed
the current enrollment figures
are only preliminary and are
likely to change after late
registration is over.
"I haven't had time for any
kind of analysis (of the
enrollment increase)," Zuniga
said. He pointed out that an
analysis would be premature at
this point.
According to

Zuniga, the enrollment figure
will be made official Feb. 4.
So far the increases are as
follows: regular freshman enrollment increased 13.8 percent;
sophomore enrollment, 6.6
percent; junior enrollment, 13.4
percent; senior enrollment, 10.1
percent; special student enrollment, 11.5 percent; graduate student enrollment, 3.9 percent;
special graduate enrollment, 2.5
percent; and special freshman
(concurrently enrolled high
school students) enrollment,
63 .6 percent.
PAU Brownsville reported a
slight decrease of 2.6 percent.

Questions cloud PAU future
As the Select Committee on
Higher Education finalizes its
report to the Texas Legislature,
the university's financial and
academic status remains in
question.
In mid-December, the Select
Committee approved its legislative recommendations which
would make Pan American a
comprehensive institution. This
would allow the university to
offer professional and doctoral
degrees.
The proposal also called for
Pan American to be placed in a
university system with Texas
Southern Umversity in Houston; Lamar University, which
has campuses in Beaumont,
Orange and Part Arthur; and the
University of Houston, which
has campuses in Clear Lake,
University Park, Victoria and
downtown Houston.
The system would be one of
five comprehensive university
systems created across the state.
Others would be the University of Texas System, Texas
A&M University System, a
system including the Texas
Tech University System, North
Texas State and Texas Women's University in Denton and a
system
including
the
state's remaining universities.
Local leaders see the possible
upgrading of the university's status as a boom to the Valley's
economy. Already the largest
employer in the Valley, upgrading the university would
mean more faculty and students.
The Select Committee's proposal to make Pan American the
only comprehensive university
in South Texas was a major

change from a proposal by
chairman Larry Temple. His
proposal would have made
Corpus Christi State University
irlto a four-year, comprehensive
university, with Texas A&I in
Kingsville becoming a branch
ofCCSU.
Still another pr0posal, favored
by university President Miguel
Nevarez, is for two, second-tier
comprehensive universities to
be established in South Texas-one in Edinburg and the other in
the Corpus Christi/Kingsvile
area.
If Pan American were to
expand to a second-tier comprehensive university, doctoral programs would still be added,
along with more master's degrees.
Officials in both the Valley and
Corpus Christi credit Pan Am's
success in being chosen by the
Select Committee as the flagship
in higher education for South
Texas to the united front pre•
sented by Valley mayors.
The Mayors of Edinburg,
Pharr, San Juan, Alamo,
Mission, McAllen and Mercedes
joined together in support of
Pan American and committed to
raising $25 million if needed to
upgrade the programs here.
Also a key factor in Pan
Americans favor was Judge
Reynaldo Garza's presence on
the Select Committee panel.
The U.S. Appeals Court judge
from Brownsville strongly
urged the committee to strengthen higher education in the
Valley.
"This is going to take a period
of years," Garza said, "but at
least I want to get a commitment

that somewhere down the line
the people of the Rio Grande
Valley are going to have the
educational opportunity that all
the people of Dallas, Houston,
San Antonio, Fort Worth, Lubbock and El Paso have."
The Edinburg law school
named after GarLa also stands to
benefit if Pan American becomes a comprehensive university. The four-year-old school
has sought to affiliate with the
university so that it can proceed
in seeking American Bar Association acreditation.
The merger is under study
awaiting a report on the financial feasibility of the move. The
GarLa Law School is currently
renting additional class space
here and its law library is
housed at the Learning Resource Center.
Another factor that will
influence the university's future
is the stand that newly-innaugurated Gov. Bill Clements will
take on the matter. Temple said
last month that Clement's
support would be needed to
make the recomendations law.
Also proposed by the committee is a plan to make Texas
State Technical Institute which
has campuses in Harlingen and
McAllen a first-class entity for
technical-vocational training.
However, the school could no
longer offer academic associate
degrees.
The committee also recom- ,
mended an in-depth study of
medical education in the state.
One consideration will be creating a health center in the Valley
to help train physicians and to
treat needy residents.
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---OPINION
WE:LL, WE.'VE TAKEN
tVER'loNE 'S MIND
OFF THE DEF1CrT.

JOHN SPEER

Institution wins bout,
idea talks of comeback
Set against the backdrop of university
history in the 80s, last semester was
rem_arkable for the challenges raised
agamst the PAU administrative
structure.
.The Faculty Senate dared the administration to follow its own policies and
to open channels for faculty input into
decision making. Toe Senate severed
relations with the administration and
faculty members conducted evaluations
of individual managers.
Students organized around the issue
of athletic funding by student service
fees. The athletics issue was of course
bumped upstair to the Bored of
Re~ents. They spat on the students'
petition to limit your contribution to the
nearly one million dollar-per-year
program by actually raising the allowable percentage of student service fees
diverted to athletics.
Still, the challenge was remarkable.
Now President Nevarez has elected to
grapple with Faculty Senate grievances
himself. Last week, for the first time
since he took over the university in
1981, Nevarez called a meeting of the
entire faculty. Toe campus buzzed
with anticipation as faculty congregated
from all comers of PAU toward the
Media Theater.
In a prepared speech, Nevarez flatly
· rejected each substantive Faculty
Senate demand: 1) that the FS chair be
made a voting member of the Council
of Deans; 2) that FS concerns be made
a permanent agenda item at Bored of
Regents meetings; 3) for faculty representation on the Presidential Council;
and 4) that a liaison with paid release
time be established between the FS and
!he administration.
He argued that the senate sought to
alter the stl'\lcture of university bureaucracy, but that in his opinion no
structural problem existed.

Toe faculty put some pressure on the
administration last semester by
blocking appointments to academic
councils. Nevarez told his subordinates last Wednesday that he plans to
take punitive action b>: bypassing their
appomtive privileges 1f the blockage is
not lifted.
Faculty evaluations of administrators
last semester demonstrated widespread
discontent with Dr. Ronald Applbaum,
vice president of academic affairs. The
Faculty Senate tabled a motion to
declare a lack of confidence with the
VPAA. Nevarez responded by proposing a timetable for his own evaluation of his administrators.

From an administrator's perspective
Nevarez' proposals may appear substantial.
But from a student's perspective,
regardless of whether Faculty Senate
demands for structural change were
desirable, it appears that the faculty
has settled for little more than token
gestures on the part of Nevarez.
Many students watched faculty
bargaining tactics last semester with
great interest as they developed their
own strategies. If the faculty had
settled for even half a loaf, students
might have found value in their
example. But compared with what the
senate was requesting, it seems they
settled for crumbs.

The bottom line is that he will keep
Applbaum until at least November
1987 if the VPAA "accepts criticism."

Now, the moment that followed the
president's address was one of incomparable gentility and utmost social
grace. Or, was it a timorous display of
accomodating docility?
The faculty filled the Media Theater
with applause. Not everyone was
clapping. One boiling soul made an
animated bolt for the door. But there
sat the clappers: coaches, faculty senators, TAs. deans, department heads,
conservatives, radicals--clapping.

To balance, perhaps the faculty was
applauding the president's sometimes
conciliatory tone, or the fact that
Nevarez had reached procedural
agreements with the Faculty Senate
negotiating committee concerning administrative evaluations, communications and policy review.

Some faculty members are quite
pleased with the administrative stl'\lcture and probably approved of the
president's desire to overcome internal
tensions. Others are hopeful that
Nevarez' evaluation of administrators
will create changes in attitude at least.

After the meeting the Faculty Senate
voted to resume business with the
administration, as one observer eloquently stated, "faster than you can fart
after a plate of beans." The senate has
volumes of backed-up business as a
result of recent battles wiht the administration and also looks forward to a
period of reduced tension.
But tension is the engine of change.
Last semester's organized efforts on
the part of students and faculty proved
that the administration cannot ignore
legitimate demands. It can play havoc
with them-but it will react.
The gauntlet is now re~med to the
students and faculty. _, Do we settle
back into our old routine? Or should
we attempt'1o· exact some structural
changes by creatively exercizing the
only power we have--our disruptive
power. It's up to you.

i'Say, I Say, I Say/ Beng Leong Lim

Beautyand two-winged
equatorial beasts

Letters policy
The Pan American welcomes reader
input from students, faculty and
university staff members in the Letters
to the Editor column.
The Letters column exists as a forum
to express views, ideas, grievances
and other matters readers may wish to
share.
Letters' column guideline3 are as
follows:
•Deadline for submission is Monday
prior to publication.
•All letters must be accompanied by the
writer's address and telephone number

PE, continued from page 1.
The main use of the building,
two fencing courts and three score- according to Parkinson, "is that of an
instructional facility, but it will also be
boards.
used as a faculty and student recreaAlso included is a gymnastics area, a tional facility, also for intramurals and
dance studio, a weight room and a sprecial events. Hopefully, the buildclassroom that will accomodate up to ing will be available to both the
70 students.
students and faculty by next week for
Other facilities are a human per- recreational purposes." .
fonnance laboratory and a motor learnAccording to Amilda Thomas, fonner
ing research and testing area. Four head of the physical education departdouble office spaces are also be in- ment, the HPER II building was constructed to meet the needs of the health
cluded.
According to Parkinson, the new and physical education department, as
building is double the present capicity well as the student body.
Toe present gym is used duD{lg the
of tp.e old _gym.
_.
afternoon and evening hours for pracThe entrance of the building features a tice by the volleyball team as well as
gallery-type entrance that includes sky- the men's and women's basketball
lights and walls of glass brick. A teams.
Planning ol the construction of HPER
lounge area installed with vending
machines has been set aside for stu- II included staff members of the health
and physical education department.
dents.
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Poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge once remarked that beauty was a prevalent
quality found only in things as a
whole.
What he meant was this: tor something, say, a painting, to be aesthet!cally pleasing t<? th~ eye, all aspects of
u need to combme mto a harmonious
whole. For all the brush strokes on the.
can\'.as to be logical and.meaningful in
servmg as a means to this end, there is
no room for error.
If this is what a thing of beauty is all
about, then there is little enough of it
around. Given that humans err as often as it precipitates, it cannot be
otherwise. Beauty is a rare thing. And
if one ponders over the degree and
magnitude of ugliness in our midst, it
is rarer still.

Toe highly disciplined critena the poet
set for a thing of beauty is not widespread enough. Coleridge had, no
matterwhatfellowpoet William Wordsworth preached to the contrary, set a
standard too high for ordinary people
to follow.

Looking at an abstract painting. what
is the undisciplined viewer supposed to
see?
In Coleridge's terms, the viewer
needs to be knowledgeable. The viewer must have some background of abstract art to understand the intricacies
of the object being looked at Without
such understanding, what is one to
think of a piece of art? A puzzler'? A
masterpiece? What then becomes of a
work by Picasso?
Coleridge anct Wordsworth were
products of Romanticism, a style of art
y
ld hink
and literature of the 19th century that
the abOve ctehruuon
emphasized ima01nation. It was no
ou wou t
of beauty would be thought of as
t:,•
honest and be much sought after.
~cret Coleridge and Wordsworth idolAfter all, Coleridge himself advocated
ized Mother ~atu.re. Quite naturally,
it Honest? Yes. Sought after? No.
most of their inspirational poems con.---------------•taiiiiiin.p11aniiitiiiheiiii11su.·c111101111v.e11rt111one
. .s.

for verification. No letter will be
published without the writer's
signature. Names will be withheld
upon request.
•Letters are limited to 450 words.
Letters that exceed this limit are subject
to editing due to space limitations.
•All letters will be edited for hbel.
•Letters may be submitted to Student
Publications, Emilia Hall 100.
The views presented on the opinion
page are those of The Pan American
unless labeled as a personal column,
letter to the editor, or other opinion.

Wordsworth poeticized the beauty of
the place he revisited in "Tintem
Abbey." Coleridge paid homage to the
unfailing and everlasting beauty of
nature in "Kubla Khan."
These, however, were extremely
noble sentiments on the part of both
poets. Mother Nature sometimes fails.
She does not always bear fruits of
beauty. One charge critics heaped on
Coleridge was his romanticizing of the
English landscape.
.But what abOut the mosquito-infested
jungles of South America?
Being something of an old hand at
·time spent in equatorial forests, such
living conditions can be expressed in
two words: living hell.
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Welcome B<1ck Students!!
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U

1201 Sout!l Closner
10 am - 12pm Sun thru Thurs
10 c1m • tc1m fri c1nd Sat

383-7251

BOWDEN'$ REXALL DRUG
527 South Texas Blvd.
Weslaco, Texas 78596

·vour Prescription Is Our Greatest Respcnsibility•

Under New t\anager
1609 - 1809 W. Schunior Edinburg 383-8382
Open Mon. - Fri. 8:30 - 5:30
'Sat. 10 - 4 Sun. 1 - 5

Luxury for less Broncs We Deal!
Free Cable TV Hookup
& One Month Free Service
On 2 - 3 Bedroom Leases

FREE DELIVERY

It's quick. It's easy.
And it's the law.
Presented as a Public Service Announcement

$49 Deposit
Special Rates On

Leases

Falcon's

6 -7 Month leases,
7th month free rent
(2-3 Bedrooms only)

Get fm They're Hot!

COSMETICS

Men. if you're about to turn 18, it's
time to register with Selective Service
at any U.S. Post Office.

Security - Pools - Adult & Family
Tennis - 1, 2. & 3 Bedrooms - Next Door To PAU

Barber

·a

Hairstyling
Bobby Falcon

Annabelle Garcia

Joe Falcon Norma De Leon
Omar Falcon

520 E. University
Edinburg 383-9012
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Reagan budget slashes aid

News Briefs

Approximately three million
students will be pushed off
federal financial aid programs
next year if Congress passes the
Reagan administration budget
proposal for 1988.

PPST deadline approaches
Education students planning to
take the Pre-Professional Skills
Test (PPST) should mail their
applications as soon as possible, according Enedelia Kidd,
testing officer at the Placement
and Testing Office.
The applications, available

from the testing office in Room
The administration, which
153 of the Student Services proposed similar cuts in 1981,
Building, must be mailed to Ber- 1982 and 1983, wants to
keley, CA, by Feb. 6.
abolish the College Work-Study
The test is scheduled March 7 program, diminish aid to black
at 8 a.m. in several classroom5 colleges and cut Guaranteed
in the Liberal Arts Building Student Loan (GSL) and Pell
Kidd said.
Grant funding.
Its aim, the White House said
in a commentary published with
the budget proposal, is to make
not taxpayers, pay for
students,
the University of Texas in
The Music Department will
college.
continue its visiting artist series
1976.
"Students are the principal
He has received numerous
with a concert by pianist Timbeneficiaries of their investment
awards including the Morris
othy Woolsey , Monday, Jan.
Music Award from Trinity and
26 at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts
in higher education," the statethe Kohn Piano Award from the
Auditorium.
ment said. "It is therefore reaHartt School of Music.
Woolsey is Associate ProfessHe will perform the works of
or of Piano at Southwest Texas
Scarlatti, Mozart, Chopin and
State University. He graduated
Prokofiev.
with honors from Trinity CollAdmission is $3 for the genege in 1971. He then went on
eral public, $2 for students and
to receive his Master of Music
senior citizens.
and Doctor of Musical Arts at
The Financial Aid Office will
disburse all loan, grant and
scholarship checks Feb. 11-12
in Room 115 of the Student
Services Building.
Thelma Ramos, PAUSA vice
The PAUSA book exchange
Students with last names that
will continue buying and selling president, said student response begin with A through L may
books until Wednesday. The to the exchange has increasec pick up their checks on Feb. 11
books exchange is located in since last fall. Ramos said pan between 8:30 a.m. and 12 noon
the University Center overflow of the reason for the increase and between 1:30 p.m. and 4
was greater freshman awareness p.m.
next to the snack bar.
The exchange will be open of the exchange.
All students may pick up
"Some students bring boxes
today from 9:30 a.m. to 6:30
checks on Feb. 12 beween 8:30
p.m. It will be open tomorrow (of books)," Ramos said.
a.m. and 12 noon and between
Students receive money made
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. and
1:30 p.m. to 4 p.m.
from 9:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. from sales and set their own
Night students may pick up
price on each bc;>0k, regardle~s
Monday through Friday.
checks
Feb. 12 from 5 p.m to 7
Deadline for collecting money of its original value. Ramos said
p.m.
profits
made
from
selling
books
and unsold books is Friday,
To receive their checks,
can be substantial.
Feb. 6 at 12:30 p.m.
students must pick them up in
person and present a univ~rsity
ID, driver's license or picture

Co_
n cert features pianist Woolsey

move of some students from the
current GSL into an expanded
Income Contingent Loan program, in which students repay
Specifically, the administration their loans in amounts deterhow
much
mined
by
wants:
money they make after gradu*A $2.3 billion cut in total ation.
Education Department expendi"If the budget is passed,
tures to $14.7 billion
millions of students across the
*A drop in college student aid nation would be unable to
funds to $4.5 billion from $8.2 afford to go to college," said
billion, which would push some Susan Shackette, aid director at
three million students off aid Eastern Washington University.
programs.
"It would mean a 45 percent
*To abolish the work/study reduction in the amount of aid
program and vocational edu- that is now available."
cation funding.
Some observers, however,
*A funding cut of two-thirds doubt Congress will pass the
to historically black colleges.
budget.
*Cuts in Guaranteed Student
"I don't think Congress takes
Loans, Pell Grants and a federal the proposals seriously at all,"
anti-drug program.
said Julianne Still Thrift of the
The proposal also calls for the National Association of Inde-

sonable to expect them--not
taxpayers-- to shoulder most of
the costs."

pendent Colleges and Universities.
According to Rohen Atwell,
president of the American
Council on Education, the
proposals are "the worst we've
ever seen, so you could argue
that they're so outrageous no
one will pay any attention to
them. Maybe the good news is
that it's so bad."
Drastic cuts in work programs
and grants, other observers
warn, would force students to
graduate even more deeply in
debt than they do now.
A congressional report early
this month revealed the average
four-year public college student
graduates owing $6,685 in loan
repayments, while the average
four-year private college student
owes $8,950.
College Press Service.

Financial aid releases Royal Gambit· stars
disbursement dates nine student players

Book exchange continues

1111111:H l'IPIII
18,271 to dlooH

tnwn-al lubjlcts

Ofder Catalog Today with Visa/MC

Of

COO

800-351-0222
In Calif. '2131477-8249

Or, rush $2.00 10: flHMrch Aal9lance
11322 klaho Aw. 1206-SN. Los Allgllles, CA 90025

Custom research also availablt-all levels

The deadline fer applying for
all campus-based scholarships
for the fall semester is March 1.

The University Theater Deartment will present the play
'Royal Gambit," written by Herann Gressieker, as its first
play for the 1987 spring semester. The play is scheduled for
Fcb. 10-14. It will be directed
by Dr. Doug Cummins of the
communications faculty.
The play centers around the
life of King Henry VIII of Eng-

land and his eight wives. It also
deals with today's modem age
and train of thought.
~The cast for the play is
composed entirely of students.
Freshman Kerry Morse will portray King Henry VIII. His
eight wives will be portrayed by
Senior Sara Kidd as Katarina of

Aragon, Junior Sophia Martinez

as Anne Boleyn, Freshman
Laura Skipping as Jane Scymour, Freshman Saliva Perskin
as Anna of Cleves, Junior
Susan Taylor as Kathryn Howard and Wendy Morse-Caceres
as Kate Parr.
Tickets will go on sale Feb. 9
at 1 p.m. in the University Theater box office. Prices arc $5
per ticket.
During the first two nights,
Feb. 10-11, students with a validated ID will be admitted free of
charge.
The remaining nights arc for
the general public and students
will be admiued only after
curtain call as seating is available.

Copy-Type

FUNCO INC.

For all your copy,
typing, and binding
needs

1112 S. Closner St.

$.08
Copies
Enlargements
and Reductions

Phone 381-6660
HAGGAR APPAREL CO.
FACTORY OUTLET

SCREEN PRINTING
FUNDRAISING

-MEN'S & WOMEN'S READY-TO-WEAR

WeAlsoCany
School Supplies
1412 W. University
381-CY.285

..•

ID. No one may pick up checks
for them and no exceptions to
this requirement are allowed.
Students who have presented
the proper ID will then be given
a check release slip, which must
be presented to Paying and
Collection cashiers before they
will be issued their checks.
Guaranteed Student Loan
(GSL) applications for the
spring semester are due .:an. 30.
Deadline for applying for the
Pell Grant is March 15. May 1
is the deadline turn in the
completed application and the
necessary financial documentation.

WESLACO

BROWNSVILLE

505 S. Texas
Boulevard

3025 Boca Chica
Boulevard

(512)968-0010

(512)541- -6064

Both Stores Open
Tuesday thru Saturday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m .

Clubs and organizations order your shirts today,
Custom printing on all items with logo
and lettering of your choice.

l

l_

All P.A.U. clubs and organizations receive
10%discount.
Call us for information on fundraising.

HAVING COMPUTER ACCESSIBILITY PROBLEMS?

JANUARY SPECIAL:
1 Beef Pato 2 Enchiladas
SpanisLi Rice or
Ranchero Beans

MR COMPUTER

('.}.dQ

Has A Solution!

STUDENT SPECIAL

BUY or LEASE on IBM Compatible

Two Beei and Bean Patos,
Spanish Rice or Refried
Beans ior only

APPLICATIONS FOR
NAVAL PILOT TRAINING
NOW BEING ACCEPTED

Call 63 1-0334 for Info

SEMESTER LEASES AVAILABLE

$1.98
Open at 7 a.rn.
Daily except Sunday at 9 a.m.
For faster service call in an order

5401 N. loth Street, Suite# 108

McAllen, Texas 78-501

383-0725,

across from Pan Am
Eat at El Pato Valleywide

The U.S. Navy has immediate openings for training in the
world's most prestigious flight school. No experience
~
required. JUNIORS/SENIORS/COLLEGE
;:::::;_~-:...lilr--.~_,..,,
GRADUATES. All majon considered with a
-~·
~
minimum GPA of 2. 7. The Naval aviation
- -·- ·
program ia currently open to males only and all
applicants must be U.S. citizens with security
clearance eligibility, have uncorrected 20/20 vision,
and be in excellent health.
YOU MUST HAVE A MINIMUM OF 60 SEMESTER
CREDIT HOURS, be single and under the age of 24 to apply.
COLLEGE GRADUATES may have dependents and are eligible to the age of 26.

I

Classifieds
Typing Service

I

NAVAL OFFICERS Wll,L BE INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS on February 2, 1987 at the Placement Office.
To find out more about this outstanding opportunity, schedule an appointment to interview by calling (toll-free)
1-800-292-5547 Monday through Wednesday, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., or sign up at the Placement Office.

Research Papers, Reports,
Etc. Proofreading and editing,
call 585-2838, Evenings.

...

For Rent

Unfurnished apartment, 2
bedroom, 1 & one-half bath,
swim pool, I block to PAU,
carports, central air/heat, wash/
dry connections. $310 781-3489
after 6 p.m.

...

Do you have the right
reasons for losing weight?
Great!!! Fact: If you try our
weight loss program, you'll lose
weight! So come on! What are
you waiting for? Let us help you
lose all the weight you don't
want. Call 682-7734. Please
leave you name and phone
number, we'll get back to you as
soon as we can.

Looking for the best used
car deal? Look no fu rther!
Come to 401 South Bicentennial
and Dallas Street in McAllen at
Excellence Motors. We can get
you the car you're looking for,
just ask. We're the trust people,
count on us.

COMING
SOON!

TIie

Better™

· . Ball Point Pea 89'

Alex
Cole

Whatever the a.wgnment, Pilot has the fonnula
for writing comfort and precision.
Pilot's Better Ball Point Pen, in medium and fine points,
· ·· lets you breeze through long note-taking sesgons. In fact,
we've made writer's fatigue a thing rithe pa.st! This oysta} barreled
veteran rithe campus has a ribbed finaer grip for continuous comfort
and is perfectly balanced for effortles.s writing. Best ri all, you'll never
throw it out because it's refillable.
The perfect teammate to the Better Ball Point Pen is Pilot's
Pencilier 0.5mm mechanical pencil. It has a continuous lead feed
~m and a cushion tip that helps eliminate the frustration of lead
breakage. The Pencilier's jumbo eraser does the job cleanly while
the ribbed grip offers the same comfort as the Better Ball Point Pen.
Pick up the Pilot
Team
at your
bookstoretoday
...The
Better
Ballcampus
Point Pen and The Pencilier.

OPI
Lo~, J
_ _ _ _1_

'University '.BooK§tore
'University ancl ~ ourtfi Street

Brought to you
by the University

~

Program Board.
In all your life, you never
/au hed so hard.

:
•
•
•
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Broncs roll over Larrier to 11-5 record
After facing a tough road
schedule, the Broncs raised
their record to 11-5 Tuesday
night by outscoring Lamar
University 74-69.
The Broncs played what has
been described as their best
home game of the season.
Eight years ago, the Broncs led
this old rivalry, 16-8. Since
then Pan Am has lost 13 straight
games to Lamar. The Broncs
defeated Lamar in a home game
back in 1979 by a score of 7065.
Next season the Broncs will be
playing "for keeps" in the new
American South Athletic Con·rerence, along with New Orleans, Louisiana Tech, Arkansas State, and Southwestern
Louisiana. Lamar is ending 23
years in the Southland Conference this season.
The Pan Am Broncs began

their holiday schedule hosting
the PAU Holiday Classic on
Dec. 19. Pan Am beat Nicholls
State University 79-61. The
Broncs then advanced to the
Championship game against
Stephen F. Austin, 81-78.
Tyrone Scott wlS named Most
Valuable Player,
The tough road schedule led
the Broncs to play against
Wichita State, the University of
Houston, Sam Houston State
University, , Southwest Texas
State Ur:iiversity, St. Mary's
University, Nicholls State University, and the University of
Southwest Louisiana.
The Broncs were only able to
play two home games throughout the holidays. They were
victorious in both games. The
Broncs defeated St. Mary's 6459 in an overtime basketball
thriller on Jan. 12.

Before the Broncs played
Nicholls State in their first
basketball rematch on Jan. 15.
Coach Kevin Wall made one
thing clear. His Broncs did
defeat St. Mary's University in
overtime.
St. Mary's claimed that they
should have been given three
points for a field goal Dary1
Derryberry scored with two seconds remaining. The referees
ruled it artwo-pointer that sent
the game into overtime, tied at
51. .
.
"It was a definite two point
shot," Wall said. "The film
showed it without question.
His foot was inside the threepoint line."
After five road wins the
Broncs started a Louisiana trip
that tested their 9-4 record. A
daring breakneck save by 6foot, Tyrone Scott, inspired the
Broncs to upset Southwestern

Johnson ripped 18 points,
Louisianna 94-90 on Jan. 17.
Scott bruised his knee but was Fiepke 17, Charles Ray 16,
not seriously injured.
Anthony White and Kevin
Scott crashed into the press Johnson 13 a piece.
table but in midair flipped the
Three USL players scored in
ball to 6-foot-4 Joe Johnson. the 20's-Stephen Beane 25,
Johnson missed the layup but 6- Randel Smith 23 and Gregg
foot-5 Tom Fiepke rebounded it Falcon 20. The Bronc bench
in to put the Broncs ahead, 91- outscored USL's bench 48-20.
"USL's upset was a hard83, with 1:06 remaining.
"It was an incredible athletic fought win for l;IS," Wall said.
play," Coach Wall said. "I . The ga~e against U~L m3:ked
thought he was going to rip his Pan Ams first meetmg w1~h a
member of the new Amencan
1egs On the table•"
South Conference. The USL
"The ball was falling out of victory was only Pan Am's
bounds and I heard Joe give a , second in 10 games at USL.
cry; I just dived and threw it
Overall the Broncs spent 15.
do_wn .~~ the other end," ~cott out of 18 days of 1987 on the
said. Ive done a !ot ~f. things, road. They split a four-game,
but I cannot tell a lie, Ive never 10 day trip then split a twomade a play like that before."
'
Five Broncs scored in double game trip to Louisiana. The
figures as they rallied after Broncs next game is Saturday
trailing by 10 points with 14:41 against Trinity University at
remaining.
7:30 p.m.
·

Coach welcomes Lady Bronc streak
A defense that has allowed 17 back s·trong winning the game
percent shooting during the 60-50.
holiday vacation and an offense
After a couple of losses to
that has improved their shooting Southwest Texas· State and St.
from 31 to 50 percent is how Mary's the Lady Broncs entered
first year Head Coach Tony the San Angelo Tournament
McDaniel explains the three with a 1-8 record.
In the
game Lady Bronc winning tournament the Lady Broncs
streak,
outscored Texas Women's
The first win came against University 64-46.
Abilene Christian on Dec. 29 at
home when the Lady Broncs
The· next
two
·
f,
h games were
Th
defeated Abilene 50-49. The victones or t e team.
e
following night Abilene came Lady Broncs beat Incarnate
.------------------------,

Word in San Antonio on Jan.
10 94-51. On Jan. 12, Angelo
State lost to the Lady Broncs 5147 at the fieldhouse making the
Lady Bronc record stand at 410.
"I think it took those three
games to get us started...to get
the feeling of winning," said
_Senior Maribel Silva.
Having won three in a row,
th e L ady Broncs were to traveI
to Albuquerque, New Mexico to
play_ the University of New

Mexico but because of snow in
Dallas, the team could not
continue their trip.
According to McDaniel, the
game will be rescheduled when
both schools find an open date.
The scores from yesterday's
game against the University of
Texas at San Antonio were not
available as of press time. The
women's next game is Saturday
against Incarnate Word in the
fieldhouse at 3 p.m.

,-----------------------Microcomputer Tutoring
and
------Lab Facilities
A> Help!
Call SONY for
Tutoring at

Ask for Sony

Welcomes You Back To School

5401 N. 10th Street
Salte #108

With

631-0334
IBM

McAllen, Texas 78'501

A 10% Discount For Students
And Faculty With PAU ID

REC~t~~NAL

Monday-Thursday 4-6 p.m.
Friday closed.
Saturday and Sunday 1-5 p.m.

Gymnasium

Monday-Thursday 6-8 p.m.
Friday closed.
Saturday and Sunday 1-5 p.m.
Tennis Courts
Monday-Thursday 4 p.m.sundown
Saturday and Sunday-daylight
hours.
Track
Daily 6-9 p.m.
Enter thru west gate.

Racguetball Courts

Open 24 hours daily-first come
first serve basis.

Intramural roundball
sign-up underway
Anyone interested in competing in intramural 3-on-3 basketball should attend a registration meeting tomorrow at 12
noon in UC 102.
Both women and co-ed 3 on 3
earns are needed.
Games are scheduled to begin
Jan. 27 at the fieldhouse, either
during activity period or in the
afternoon, depending on the

number of tel!ms participating.
All teams partipating will have
the opportunity to attend a regional competition at Trinity
Feb. 28.
Finalists of this game will play
at the opening of the San Antonio Spurs-Denver Nuggets NBA
game in San Antonio April 3.
A championship game with
Texas State Technical Institute
is set for Feb 18 .

ALMA'S
'His
-n-

Support

Hers'

Advertisers

422 1/2 E. University
Edinburg

631-0334

Hours go into
effect Jan. 26
fool Hours

Our

383-9035

WELCOME BACK-TO CAMPUS
Remodeled & Open For Business
Great Mexican & American Food
At Very Affordable Prices

·Eat In or C ~ Out

383-BITE

1522 W. University

Catch the
~Superbowl
action live
on a big
screen TV!

out this winter...
and lookout this summer!
You're right II takes a little sweat at first. But it pays olr In second glances.
Think about next summer when you show off the improvements and start coUect,nq
compliments. Now. doesn't that make the effort worthwhile? Ready to work for,,,

We are ready to aupply you with all your clau needa

UNMR~ITY

• Sunday at 4:30 p.m.
• U.C. Lobby & Rec. Room

BOOK~TOQ[

Beverages will be available

I

UNIVERSITY AT 4TH STREET

Sponsored by University Program Board and Residence Ha\1 Assoc.

Triple T Restaurant
Announces Its New Hours

$1 Off With Student or Faculty 1.0.

Steaks Flame Kist to your specification

Serving Plate Lunch, steaks, a.Id Sea Foods
917 E. University
Phone: 383-1334

Homemade Pies

Orders To Go
52A W. University

Western Sizzlin® Steak House

10 Minute 011 & Lube Service

Sat. 7 am • 2 pm

Mon. - Fri. 6 am - 8 pm·

I~~
JiL?f,
.oil " ·,
- 1u,ae, /

I

311-1781

Luncheon and Dinner Buffets ...

11-2 to

s-s

daily

With Salad & Soup de jour

ABORTION • PREGNANCY TESTS & COUNSELING • REFERRALS
Confidential Services By Caring Professionals
Wllen You Need To Make Personal Decisions
2210 Haine Drive, Suite 35

j512J 428 • 6242

Free Pregnancy Test
24 Hour Answering Service

Harlingen, Texas 78550

Abortion Agency
The Morning After Treatment

3 Private Party Rooms Available
ValleyWide Catering Service
PLEASE CALL FOR
ADVANCE RESERVATIONS

Reproductive Services
.. .providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care Since 1973
Licensed By The Texas· Department of Health

For you "veg heads" Super Salad and
Baked Potato Fixins Bar

Hours: Mon · Sat 11-10

Sun 11-9

10% discount for PAU Student.,

Se Habla Espanol

and faculty and Senior Citizens
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Valley delegation
legislation asks
for higher status
By Brad Nibert
Staff Writer

Lazy Days--Two McAllen youngsters take advantage of
unseasonably warm weather at a local park. Picnic weather
should continue through today with artl cloud skies and

highs in the 80's according to the National Weather Service
at Brownsville . (Photo by De lcia I. Lopez)

Student Rights knowledge
offers practical value
1

By John Speer
Copy Editor

Editor's note: Greg and
Dr.
East
have
been
assigned fictitious names,

but their story is based on
real events.
It had been a difficult semester
for Greg. Leaming a foreign
language did not come easily for
him, but he studied diligently
and attended class sessions
regularly.
As a beginning freshman,
Greg was unsure what he could
legitimately expect from a
professor. Still, when the end
of the semester approached and
Dr. East had not returned two
major exams, he went to her
office for an indication of his
standing.
"You're doing fine, nothing to
worry about," she responded.
Greg was excited when his
first set of grades arrived in the
mail the first week of January.
But excitement turned to
confusion and anger when he
saw that he received a grade of
"C" in Dr. East's class.
Was this what she meant by
'"doing fine?"
Students have a right to expect
professors to meet minimal
obligations in their conduct of
clases. Since 1984 university
policies and procedures have
included a student bill of rights,
known officially as "faculty
classroom responsibilities."
Faculty senators voted in May
to revise the document (reproduced below) and the board of
regents is expected to approve
the revisions next week,
according to General Counsel
Gary Pe tok. ·(Clauses printed
in bold type are new.)

CLASSROOM
RESPONSIBILITIES
• The faculty member shall
issue a syllabus to student
within the first two weeks of the
semester which shall contain:
--faculty member's office
number and office hours
--a complete list of required
texts
--tentative course subject outline in chronological order
--grading system in course
--faculty member's policy in
re-gard to absences
--faculty member's policy in
re-gard to make-up work
• The faculty member shall
notify each class, at least one
week in advance, of each major
exam.
The type of exam
(essay, objective, etc.) and the
subject matter tested shall be
specified at that time.
• The faculty member shall
notify the class of any required
research projects in the first
month of the semester. The
assignment
shall
include:
subject, length, methodology,
sty le, form, and due date, as

appropriate.
• Examination and essay
grades shall be returned to
students before the next exam or
essay assignment is due, or
within a time limit specified by
the faculty member.
• No more than twenty (20)
percent of the course grade
requirements shall be assigned
during the last two weeks of the
semester; that requirement

does

not

assigning

a

preclude
to a
paper/project earlier in the
semester.

value

• The faculty member shall
notify the Library so that
sufficient copies of any reserve
reading shall be available to

students.
Recommended
readings
shall
be
made
reasonably acessible.
• The student is responsible
for raising any questions
concerning the policie sindicated
in the course syllabus or the
The
course assignments.
student is responsible for
completing all assignments
the
time
period
within
designated by the instructor;
acceptance of late work is at the
instructor's discretion.
• Final grades may be posted
at the end of a semester by the ·
student's social security number
if the student has given written
permission to post the grade.
Dr. Jerry Polinard of the
political
science
faculty
introduced the idea of a student
bill of rights to the university
inthe mid-70's.
Polinard was visiting
Southwestern University in
Georgetown when he saw a
billboard detailing student rights
prominently displayed on that
•
campus.
.
The political scientist specializes in civil liberties, constitutional law and judicial process.
A document similar to the
current policy was adopted
around 1975 by the political
science department, Polinard
said.
He said he proposed to thenVice President for Student
Affairs Miguel Nevarez that the
policy be implemented university-wide. Nevarez reportedly responded favorably.
But when the Faculty Senate
first discussed the idea there
was some conflict, Polinard
said.
"I received letters from faculty
members saying that we would
put too much power in the

hands of students," he recalled.
Polinard has always contended, however, that when the
document is followed both
faculty and students benefit.
"Five times when I was
department head students approached me with grievances,"
Polinard said. "Each time the
bill of rights protected the
faculty member involved."
Students may appeal departmental decisions through
administrative channels , namely: the dean of the school, the
vice president for academic
affairs, the president and the
board of regents.
Further appeals may be
brought before the Student
Rights Committee, made up of
students, faculty members and
administrators.

Pan American could become
"the" comprehensive university
for South Texas if a bill introduced by two local legislators
passes the Texas legislature.
At a joint news conference
Thursday Sen. Hector Uribe, DBrownsville and Rep. Alex
Moreno, D-Edinburg, said that
South Texas has been shortchanged in the area of higher education. Uribe also vowed to
take the fight for Pan American
to the courts if the bill is not
passed.
"The Select Committee on
Higher Education has recognized the Valley is being shortchanged," Uribe said. "In my
opinion, that's excellent evidence in any court of law to
establish a clear case of
discrimination. Unless the Rio
Grande Valley gets a comprehensive university, we are prepared to go to the courts to get
our fair share."
Opposition to the plan is already mounting as Sen. Car:los
Truan, D-Corpus Christi, has
announced he is filing a bill that
will designate the South Texas
University System (STUS) as
comprehensive. Pan American
is not a member of that system.
Truan's bill would also elevate
Corpus Christi State University
to a four-year school and authorize a study to be made of the
education needs of South Texas
espcially in the ares served by
the STUS.
STUS is made up of Laredo
State University, Corpus Christi
State and Texas A&I.
According to a Truan spokesman, the Coastal Bend delegation to the Texas legislature
unanimously voted to support
Truan's bill.
He also said that either Rep.
Hugo Berlanga or Rep. Irma
Rangel, both from the Corpus
Christi area, will introduce the
bill into the House.
Uribe and Moreno have also
introduced a bill which would
merge . the Reynaldo Garza
School of Law with the university, however, without the
comprehensive status Pan American cannot offer a law degree.

Last year the Coordinating
Board, the governing body of
state institutions ofhighereducation, freezed the granting of
new doctoral programs. Moreno
called their bill a "legislative
decision saying, 'You shall"' to
the coordinating board.
When questioned about how
his bill would be received in
Austin, Moreno said the legislature is still waiting to see what
Gov. Bill Clements is going to
propose.
Uribe said chances of passage
will be good if the leadership of
the legislature can be convinced
to support the bill.
"I don't think the governor
would veto .~.bill that has the endorsement of · the lieutenant
governor, the speaker of the
house, the chairman of the
Select Committee on Higher
Education, and the chairman of
higher education in the house,"
Uribe said.
Although the plan proposed by
Uribe and Moreno was supported by the Select Committee
on Higher Education, the chairman of the committee, Larry
Temple, voted against it. He prefers Corpus Christi as a comprehensive university site.
The one point that all the legislators, the Select Committee
and Chairman Temple seem to
agree upon is that South Texas
has been neglected in the area of
higher education.
There are more than 30
doctoral programs in Dallas, in
addition to an array of professional programs, while the
only doctoral degree offered in
South Texas is one in bilingual
education at Texas A&I.
According to Judge Reynaldo
Garza, a Select Committee member who supports the creation of
a comprehensive university
here, the South Texas region is
unique.
"More than 75 percent of those
graduating in the Lower Rio
Grande Valley are MexicanAmericans," Garsa said. "If we
give them a college close to
home where they can live at
home and go to school, our
Mexican-American students will
make use of a college education."

Grad applications due
Graduating students have until
Monday to file applications for
both bachelor's and master's
degrees.
An approved degree plan is a
prerequisite for applying for a
degree.
Students are advised to review
the graduation requirements listed in the university catalog under which they are graduating to
ensure they will complete their
degrees as specified.

Besides completing the application form, students must pay
~ $15 graduation fee to the Paymg and Collections O ffice Administration Building 137.
Students who do not complete
all requirements by the graduation date indicated will be required to pay a $5 fee to transfer
their application to a later date.
Completed applications must
be returned to the Office of Ad·
missions and Records.

J

Afterapplicationshave beenapproved by the department dean
and the vice president for academic affairs, students will receive a copy ofthecompletedapplication.
Students should verify all
requirements. If unable to complete the requirrnents by the spe-.
cified date, they should notify
the Office of Admissions and

Records.

No pain, No gain--A student enjoys the new weight facilities while doing leg raises in the
new HPER II Buildin . Photo b Michael Huerta)

.\
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Reagan aid budget off target
Everyone seems to like President
Reagan and the things he seems to
stand for. His shoot-from-the-hip.
cowboy style. The way he's able to
disann political adversaries with a
single pithy phrase. No one even
seems to mind much if he invades a
country or two.
All of this might be well and good-unless of course you're on the
receiving end.
But that's exactly the situation most
students at Pan Am may find themselves in if Congress allows the Reagan Administration's planned fmancial aid cuts for 1988 to go into effect.
Planned are financial aid cuts of up
to 46 peICent.
This includes the abolishment of
College Work Study, cuts to the Pell
Grant and Guaranteed Student Loan
(GSL) programs, with the result being that about three million students
will be booted out of financial aid programs.
For a university as heavily subsidized by all of the above programs as
Pan Am is, the effect of this belttightening measure will be devastating
to both students and the university as
a whole.
No matter what end of the political
spectrum you may fmd yourself in,
this is one area where the president
and his advisers are obviously way
off target.

STUFF

I

Reagan's intent, supposedly, is to
make students pay for their own
education rather than the taxpayers.
The logic behind this plan, however,
is awfully weak.
Most students are already paying for
their education--with their time,
energy, part-time jobs and every bit of
spare change they can scrape up.
Reagan also seems to think that college graduates don't pay taxes. Or
don't pay off their student loans
either. Neither of which is true. Financial aid is no free ride. It's an investment.
Most graduates aren't exactly thrilled
with the prospect of having to repay
their student loans--often for several
years--but they do pay up. There
aren't as many deadbeat alumni as
Reagan would like to believe.
Another angle to consider is that
those who can't afford to go to school
(or graduate) probably won't be able
to get into the kinds of lucrative job
markets that will allow them to pay
their fair share of taxes.
Part of most student's·motivation in
attending a college or university is the
chance of bettering oneself. But how
are students supposed to better themselves if they're not given the chance?
The message from Washington is
clear.
What Reagan is telling us that he
really doesn't believe in us. He does-

n't believe our contributions to society
are valuable enough to warrant financial suppon.
In a sense this is may be true.
Because if we aren't willing to take a
stand and fight for the chance to better
ourselves, then we probably don't deserve it.
Most of us, however, wouldn't be
in school if we didn't believe we were
worth it, that we had an important contribution to make.
The potentially ruinous consequences of Reagan's plan are already being
resisted by some students.
Members of the United States
Student Association (student government) are sponsoring a national campaign to write or call their members of
congress in opposition to the proposed cuts.
They also plan to go to Washington,
D.C. in March and meet directly with
legislators to lobby against Reagan's
budget plan.
Students have to make their opinions
known. We have to make sure Washington knows, under no uncertain
terms, that we're concerned about Reagan's radical aid cuts.
Sure, there's plenty of resistance to
the cuts across the country. But none
of us can afford to sit around and wait
for someone else to do something
about it or, worse yet, wait for the ax
to fall.

GILBERT VELA

Casa Oscar Romero: positive solution
When Central American refugees
arrive in the Rio Grande Valley, they
are faced with the most basic questions of survival.
Where will we stay?
How will I feed my family?
Casa Oscar Romero tries to answer
these questions by providing them
with the shelter they need.
Local residents, however, have
questions and concerns of their own.
Many are worried that refugees
might cause problems in their neighborhoods. But what they need to bear
in mind is that no criminal charges
have ever been brought against any of
Casa's refugees.
Although motivated by the desire to
keep their neighborhoods safe, the
recent actions taken by citizens of San
Benito and Brownsville against Casa
Romero have actually been selfdefeating.
What they have not considered is
that if the casa is forced to close,
many refugees will have to seek
shelter in community homes.
Therefore, Casa Romero is helping
to fulfill the wishes of the Valley

community by sheltering refugees
who might otherwise seek shelter
from house to house.
To calm fears and ease tensions on
both sides, citizens should visit Casa
Romero to get a better understanding
of the refugees' predicament.

Where will we stay?

Besides Casa Romero, there are only
two places in the Valley where Central
American refugees are being housed:
the INS (the United States government Immigration and Naturalization
Service) detention center, and the Refugio del Rio Grande sanctuary
house.
Because the INS detention center is a
U.S. government center for the
detention of illegal aliens and political
refugees, it makes no sense for a
Central American political refugee to
allow himself to be detained there.
The detention center can only hold
several hundred people. When the
center is filled beyond capacity, Casa
Romero helps by providing another
place for refugees to stay.
Some refugees have no recourse but
to turn to Casa Romero because of

THE WILD SIDE,,,,

fmancial reasons. The Refugio del
Rio Grande sanctuary house accepts
only legal clients of Proyecto
Libertad, a legal counsel group for
Central American refugees.
Casa provides for those refugees
who do not wish to stay at INS or
cannot pay for the legal counsel that
would enable them to stay at.Refugio.
According to new ..·1NS rules, a
political refugee.from Central America
must pay a bond of $1,000 in order to
leave the valley (for other parts of the
United States) legally, whether he or
she is staying at INS or at the Casa.
Many of the refugees I spoke to
recently at Casa Romero said they had
relatives in different parts of the
United States who are trying to raise
the $1,000 bond.

Political or Economic Refugees?

The war-tom countnes of Central
America have suffered great economic
peril. This is especially true in Nicaragua.
As Monitor reporter Scott Lind has
pointed out, opinions vary as to the
reasons behind Nicaragua's many

FRED WHITE

Witness to doomsday
It was like a nightmare come true ...
.. .Arthur, one of my best friends,
was walking through the gates of Hell
and there was nothing I could do to
stop him.
I wanted to yell out, say something
that would break the spell, bring him
back to his senses, to keep him from
doing what he was bent on doing.
But what? What would I say? What
great Words of Truth and Wisdom
could I bring forth to undo the Black
Magic that had taken hold of his
unsuspecting soul?
Catching a
glimpse of his eyes for an instant, I
saw that look--that far away, vacant,
til-death-do-us-part look and realized,
sadly, that it was too late to save him.
For about the eightieth time, I sat
back down on the hard wooden bench
and resigned myself to watching the
rest of the ceremony in silence.
Sitting there, uncomfonable in a
rented tux, I thought of how, little
more than a year ago, he was a fellow
member in good standing of Los
Guys, a five m.1!1 organization dedicated to drinking, carousing, and just
generally having a good time. In
panicular, I recalled a cenain night at
a certain McAllen nightclub when he
unequivocally stated ro me and two
other members, "I ain't ever gonna
get married." Now I watch in mute
horror as he stepped from the blissful,
carefree world of bachelorhood into
the wretched realm of Eternal Misery.
We tried to save him. Two weeks
ago Los Guys staged a daring
commando raid on his house, abducting him in the middle of the night,
and spiriting him off to Austin for a
weekend of relentless debauchery.
We had beer. We had women. We

tiad Mexican food. Nothing worked.
He was determined to ruin his life'.
Finally, it was all over with and Los
Guys, tight-lipped and somber, began
to file out of the small church behind
the rest of the wedding party. After
all, our membership had just dropped
by 20 percent. As we emerged into
the waning rays of daylight, I thought
I heard the other guys muttering the
very same words that I was just then
muttering under my breath.
'I ain't ever gonna get married...'
Don't get me wrong. I have nothing
against marriage per se. I'm sure it's
great for some people. And I certainly have nothing against Arthur's
new bride. Bright, beautiful, witty,
and employed, she's everything that a
man could possibly want in a wife.
But it's different when it happens to
someone you know.
I've always thought of marriage as
something for older people. Not
young hell-raisers like me and my
friends.
Over the holidays, my High School
graduating class had a 7 1/2 year
reunion to raise money for the ten
year reunion in 1989. I went, against
my better judgment, and immediately
regretted it. Sure, I got plastered and
got to see some old friends that I
hadn't- seen in ages. And it didn't
bother me at all that 1weryone was
either fat, bald or married. But it
depressed the hell out of me to see
how little people had changed, and yet
at the same time how strange they
seemed after seven shon years. I
know that sounds like a major
contradiction, but you'll see what I
mean when it comes time for your
reunion, if it hasn't come already.

Like I said, almost everybody
seemed the same.
Except older.
Most had degrees and were gainfully
employed. About half were married,
and quite a few already had kids.
Except for Fred. He's still screwin'
off in college, writing for ,the school
paper, or some BS like that. Fred the
Fuck-up.
I don't know what it is that makes
people decide that they're ready to get
married. Maybe it's a biological thing
where some hormone kicks in and lets
you know that it's time to be fruitful
and multiply. Maybe it's intuitive.
Whatever it is, I just hope I have the
good sense to pay attention to it when
the time comes. But I don't give a
damn how old I am, I might get
married, but I'll never settle down.
I'm not just talking about partying.
That's only a small part of it. Some
of the most settled people are those
who party the most. The worst part
of the reunion was seeing people--old
friends, who've given up, who've
resigned themselves to a quiet
suburban life making bucks and
killing time. A wife and kids and
money is great, but there's gotta be
more to life than that.
Fonunately, I'm not going to be
ready for any of that for a long time.
In fact, I think that's one reason wh}
I've dragged out my education for so
long. After all, who wants to marry a
poor man?
In the meantime, I'm just going to
do my best not to grow up. In the
words of the great John Cougar
Mellencamp:
Growin' up leads to growin' old,
and then to dyin'
Oooo an' dyin', to me, don't sound
like all that much fun ..

economic shortages: some Nicaraguans blame the Sandinista government, while others blame pressures
from the United States (Scott Lind,
"Second and Third Opinions are
Plentiful,"The Monitor,. 12 October
1986, p. 9.).
The Nicaraguans I spoke to were in
agreement with one another that the
main cause of Nicaragua's economic
problems is the Sandinista government. One man, who jokingly called
himself "Mr. Smith," said those who
did not follow the Sandinista government were not allowed to buy food.
However, here was also a consensus
that the U.S. backed Contra rebels are
not the solution to Nicaragua's
problems. In fact, they said the
Contras are the lesser of two evils.
"Mr. Smith" said Nicaraguans do
not want their country to be fought
over by the United States and the
Soviet Union.
Instead, he said
Nicaraguans want Nicaragua "para
Nicaraguenses (for Nicaraguans)."
Regardless of where the blame for
Nicaragua's economic problems falls,
it is apparent the country's economics
are greatly influenced by political
factors. Since that is the case, it
would be absurd to question whether
the Nicaraguans are economic or
political refugees.
Secondly, it would go against
American tradition to disallow economic refugees into the country.
Many of the immigrants who have
come to this country have sought
economic improvement.

The Citizens--San Benito
A few months ago, the citizens of
San Benito began to complain about
the increasing numbers of political refugees being housed at Casa Romero.
They asked the City of San Benito to
do something about what was, to their
eyes, a problem.
The City complied by enforcing an

occupancy ordinance that farced Casa
Romero to lower its numbers from
approximately 580 people to about 75
people. The city then imposed a $100a-day fme on the casa until they vacate
the premises.
Determined, the diocese has kept the
casa open and paid the City of San
Benito $2,600 for the month of
December.
It is interesting to note the refugees
of Casa Romero have ·never been
involved in criminal activity, thereby
not threatening the welfare of the City
of San Benito.

Brownsville
Meanwhile, the Diocese of Brownsville has found a new site for the casa
on the outskirts of town near the airport.
But the diocese has met opposition
from owners of mobile home parks in
the area who have obtained a temporary injunction to disallow the relocation of the casa in Brownsville.
Again, the citizens must note the fact
that there have been no criminal
charges brought against any refugees
from Casa Romero.
What is the main force motivating
the actions of the citizens of San
Benito and Brownsville?
FEAR. Fear of the unknown.
This fear is understandable but it
should be conquered. In order to alleviate fears and gain a better understanding of the Central American
refugees at Casa Romero, I urge
anyone to go to the casa and talk to
them. One will find they are ordinary
people with real problems of survival.
It has been said that in order to
understand a man, one must step
inside his shoes and walk around in
them.
If a greater understanding between
refugees and citizens is achieved, I
suspect the tensions felt on both sides
will soon dissipate.
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News Briefs

Big Apple jaunt spots still open

Installment payments due
Students currently on the fouroayment installment plan for
~uition have an installment due
Thursday, Feb. 5.
Payments should be made
from 8 a.m. till noon and from
I p.m.-5 p.m. in Rm. 115 of
the Student Services Building.
"A $5 late fee will be added
Feb.
6,"
said
Hortencia
Robledo of the paying and
collections office.
Anyone who does not pay
before Feb. 11 will have to pay
a $25 reinstatement fee. Anybody failing to pay before 4:30

p.m. Feb. 16 will be withdrawn
from the university, Robledo
said.
To be reinstated, a student will
have to pay the balance of the
tuition in full plus the $25
reinstatement fee.
The remaining due dates for
those on the four-payment plan
are March 5 and April 2.
For students attending the
university on the two-payment
plan, the due date for the second
payment will be March 5.

Shakespeare auditions set
Auditions for William Shakespeare's play Measure for Measure will take place Sunday
February 8 and Monday February 9 at 2:30 p.m. in CAS
107.
All interested people are urged
to try out. The tryouts are not

limited to only communication
majors.
Anyone wanting to audition
should prepare a reading from
any of Shakespeare's play or
can read cold at the auditions.
The play is scheduled to run
from April 9-11.

Comedy show scheduled
Where will the life of the
party will be Feb. 2? At the
snackbar of course!
Stand-up comic Alex Cole will
give a free performance at 12:15
p.m.in the snack bar.
Well-known as the concert
opening act of the Talking

Heads and Manhattan Transfer,
Cole has been nominated for
two 1986 Campus Entertainment Awards for Comedy and
Entertainer of the Year.
The performance '. will be
sponsored by the University
.Program Board (UJ>B).

Correction---------ApplicationdeadlineforthePreProfessional Skills Test (PPST)
was not correct as printed in the
Jan. 22 issue of The Pan
American .
The applications, available
from the Testing and Placement
Office, SS 153, · must be
received in Berkeley, CA, by

Vacancies for 25 people are
open for the annual Spring
Break trip to New York sponsored by the University Theater.
Although designed for drama
majors, the trip is open to
students of any major as well as
faculty members.
The group will fly to New

Feb. 6.
Testing Officer Enedelia Kidd
said applications must be in by
this deadline to ensure processing before the March 7 test
date.
The Pan American regrets any
inconvenience caused by this
error.

Welcome &ck Students!!
Store #465

York City March 14 and spend
seven nights and eight days
touring the sights, seeing the
latest Broadway shows, and
watching television shows
being produced.
Trip sponsor Dr. Marian
Manta said the cost of the trip
per person is about $1,000.

Movie review

The Mission· revives epic film style

1

By Randy Klutts
Managfog Editor
Director Roland Joffe's latest
film, "The Mission," is an ambitious attempt to revive the epic
film.
It's a feature created on the
same larger-than-life scale as
"Doctor Zhivago" or "Lawrence
of Arabia," films that captivated
audiences with lush historical·
backdrops, slick production values and sheer visual beauty.
"The Mission" contains all of
these elements but comes dangerously close to failure by simply trying to do too much.
Set in the jungles of South
America during the mid-1700s,
"The Mission" is the true story
of two men pitted against social
and political forces beyond their
control.
One is a Jesuit priest named
Gabriel (Jeremy Irons) who
sets out to build a refuge miss-.
ion for Indian natives being enslaved by Spanish and Portuguese settlers.
The other is a slave trader and
mercenary named Mendoza
(Robert De Niro) who exploits
the same natives Gabriel is
trying to save. Mendoza's life

and moral values undergo a profound change, however, when
he kills his brother in a jealous
rage. He then turns to the Jesuits to help him overcome his
guilt and is eventually accepted
into the order.
Together Gabriel and Mendoza
build the San Carlos mission
and live and work among the
Indians in a virtual paradise.
But peace and contentment is
short-lived :is greedy Spanish
and Portuguese landowners-using the authority of the church
as leverage--conspire to destroy
San Carlos, enslave the Indians
and steal the lands they've cultivated.
Like all epic stories, "The Mission" is demanding. But few
audiences may be prepared for
the film's slow pace, sparse
dialogue and lack of a personal
angle to clarify what's going
on.
Thematically, the film is hardly
cut and dried. In just over two
hours running time--brisk by
epic standards--it attacks such
themes as love, honor, duty, sin
and redemption, the conflict between the spiritual and material
worlds, church versus state,
man versus both church and
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state, and the right of indiv- Mission" couldn't have been
iduals to determine their own done any other way and been
destinies.
anywhere near as effective.
Not surprisingly, there is little
In addition to Joffe's skillful
room for character develop- direction ("The Killing Fields'),
ment. We are given only the "The Mission" features stunning
barest clues as to who Gabriel photography by Chris Menges.
and Mendoza really are. We Many of the scenes look like
know nothing of their past 18th century paintings come to
lives. We can only guess their life.
motives.
The film also has a hypnotic
Moreover, both Irons and De soundtrack by Ennio Morricone
Niro deliver strangely stiff and ("Once Upon a Time in Amerunemotionalperformances.They ica," "The Thing" remake) that
don't seem like characters so effectively blends European remuch as cogs in a mechanized ligious music and native drums.
morality play. Except the gears Morricone is perhaps best
never
emotionally
mesh. known for his quirky scores of
In fact, the only characters spaghetti westerns.
(Although being marketed as a
allowed to show human emotion are the Indians, who are not religious film (it's jam-packed
actors, but real South American with icons, crucifixes and sacred paraphernalia), "The Missnatives.
This cool, objective distance ion" is neither a top-heavy God
from the characters seems at flick nor a Ce~il B. DeMille mirfirst unnecessary. But as the acle extravaganza.
It's a carefully wrought commstory progresses, and the real
human consequences behind the entary on the past with a strong
action slowly begin to emerge, contemporary slant.
"The Mission" is now playing
the film becomes mesmerizing.
And anyone willing to stick it at the Plitt Twin Cinema in Mcout to the end will be rewarded Allen.
VIEWER'S GUIDE: Rated
with two insights: the message
ofthefilm--well worth the wait-- PG; war violence, bloodshed
•and the realization that "The and nudity.

Triple T Restaurant
Mon. - Fri. 6 am - 8 pm

120 l South Clo~ner
10 am• 12pm
10 am • ldD\ fri and Sdt

This includes hotel accommo- "Students will have a choice of
dations, ground transportation hotels, one of which is tourist
' class and somewhat less explay tickets and some tours.
Individuals can make their pensive, and one of which is
own plane reservations or have first class and more luxurious."
them made as part of the tour.
Anyone interested in the trip
"A particularly large number of can pick up a brochure from the
students have expressed interest communications
department
in this year's trip," Manta said. office or call Monta at 3813583.

Phone 381-6660
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Re~or~ stands 13-5

Tnn1ty, Lutheran
home court magic machine ho~t~};~r.i~::::n•:&nfv~iDespite all their travels, the
Broncs were finally able to play
in their home coun. The Broncs
now own a 13-5 record after
facing the Trinity Tigers, 6756 and the Lutheran ~tags, 9876. The Broncs have 10 games
left in their season--six home
and four road.
Two Broncs, both of whom
have started every game so far
this season, were unable to play
in Saturday's game against
Trinity.
Senior forward Joe Johnson
had dental surgery to remove
two wisdom teeth. Johnson was
able to return in Monday nights'
game against Lutheran.
Junior guard Kevin Johnson
was out with a hyperextended
foot in both home games. He
suffered this injury in practice
last week. X-rays showed no
fracture and he is expected to
play on Saturday at Arkansas
State.
As a result of these injuries,
three Broncs started in Saturday's game for the first time all
season.
The new lineup included
regular starters 6-foot Tyrone
Scott and 6-foot-7 forward Roy
Swift. The new season starters
are 6-foot-5 forward Greg
Garrett, 6-foot-5 guard Tom
Fiepke and 6-foot-11 center .
Willie James.
The high-scoring Stags entered
Monday's game with a 9-10
record. The Stags were last defeated by Southeastern Louisiana, 88-76.
"Concordia is a haro team to
play against," Wall said. "They

.
force a team mto that upte~po
style _but I tho~ght we did a
good Job ?f runmng our ~ffe_nse
and gettmg the ball m.~ide.
They are a dangerous team.

With five players scoring in
double figures and 10 players
totaling double-figure minutes
in playtime, the Broncs controlled the game from the beginning.
.
The Broncs padded the lead to
69-49 with a layup by Joe
Johnson, with 13:10 to play but
Concordia's Gerald Johnson
then fired up the crowd by scoring three straight baskets.
The Broncs took only nine
shots from outside the court key
in the first half. They connected
23 of 42 attempted shots for a
50-37 halftime lead.
Tom Fiepke led the way with
19 points, with center Charles
Ray adding 17 and Garrett 14.
Anthony White chipped in 11
points and a game-high 17 rebounds, while Joe Johnson contributed 10 points.
The Fieldhouse crowd of
2,500 saw 5-foot-8 Stag guard
Johnson score a game-high 26
points. He led the Stags with
nine rebounds, eight assists and
four steals.
But not even the fired-up G.
Johnson--a top candidate for the
1986-87 Spud Webb "Man of
the Year Award"--could overcome the Broncs' height advantage.
"Johnson is a fierce little competitor," Coach Kevin Wall
said. "He's very quick and

.
determmed.. 1:fe gave u_s some
problems drivmg ~e dnbble a,~
us on the transltlon game.
The Stags were able to pull
with nine points at 72-63 with
9:40 left, but Garrett brought a
halt to the Stags' attempt to
comeback with a three-point
shot.
The Broncs will face Arkansas

State in Jonesboro Saturday
before taking on the Southwest
Texas State Bobcats on Wednesd
ay.

sity this weekend after losing to
the University of Texas at San
Antonio on Wednesday and
beating Incarnate Word College
Saturday. Both games were
played at the Fieldhouse.
Two games have been scheduled with TWU, one on
Saturday at 6 p.m. and the other
game on Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
After this four game home
series, the Lady Broncs have
only one more home game left.
They will play on Feb. 12

hataburger Player of the Wee
Senior Guard Tom Fiepke,
who ranks eighth nationally in
three-point field goals with a
56.1 percentage, has earned the
Whataburger Player of the
Week award.
The 6-5 senior from
lizabethtown, Kentucky hit
1ve of nine three-point plays,
cored 27 points and collected

Tom Fiepke

seven assists to help the Broncs
edge Lamar 74-69 and whip
Trinity University 87-56.
At Monday's game against the
Concordia Stags, Fiepke scored
19 points; nine of those were
inade using three-point field
goals.
Fiepke leads the team in
scoring, averaging 12.6 points a
game.
Playing his fifth and last year,
Fiepke was injured last season
in a game against Texas A&M
in which the Broncs lost in
College Statipn 74-67.
"I went up for a rebound, and
somebody pushed me from
behind," Fiepke said.
"My
right foot came down sideways.
It just stuck, and my knee gave
way."
Fiepke suffered tom ligaments. When the team came
back home, Fiepke had about an
hour of orthoscopic surgery.
Fiepke received four votes
from the Valley news media and
Anthony White was named on
two ballots.

Digest

~;=·\~.~~~u~ll~~eU:~
Schreiner at the Texas A&I

Classic in early December.
The Lady Broncs, who own a
6-11 record will play a TWU
squad they have already beaten.
The Lady Broncs defeated
TWU 64-46 in the San Angelo
Tournament early this month.
Th
UTSA
66: 41
e team 1OSl to
but came back strong defeating
Incarnate Word 64-53.
Th Lad B
1
th
e
Y ronc oss to e
Lady Roadrunners resulted
from 29 turnovers to UTSA's
14.
UTSA made 20 steals
while PAU only had nine.
Coach Tony McDaniel said that
increased passing and patience
in the ladies' half-court offense
has helped them a great deal.
"We've also done a good job
rebounding on both ends (of the
courts)," McDaniel said.

Tracksters
to compete·
in Louisiana
The Pan American University
men's and women's indoor
track team will travel to the
Cowboy Invitational at Lake
Charles, La., Saturday.
Coach Reid Harter said he
thinks the team is well prepared
for Saturday's meet, after
copditioning and training during
the holiday break.
The next indoor meet for PAU
will be the Dallas Times-Herald
Invitational Feb. 7-8.

Gou:
The University golf team will
compete in five tournaments in the
Spring semester.
The Broncs will participate in the
PAU International Golf Tourney at
Monterrey, Mexico, Feb. 17-21.
They will then go to Laredo for the
Border Olympics, March 6-8.
The third tournament is the Baylor
Intercollegiate at Wa.:,o, March 19-21.
The UTSA Intercollegiate Invitational at San Antonio will be the next
event March 23-25.
The final tournament the Broncs
will play is the McNeese Intercollegiate Invitational at Lake
Charles, Los Angeles, California,
April 8-10.

l~TRAMl fRALS
Men's intramural 3-on-3 basketball
starts off this weekend. The four
games of Round One will be played
Saturday from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. in
the new HPER II building.
Round Two will be played Sunday
in the Fieldhouse also from I :30 to
3:30p.m.
Rounds Three and Four arc scheduled
to be played in the old gym Feb. 3
and 4, respectively.
This game will be played here Feb.
19. Women's and co-ed 3-on-3 teams
are still forming:
Registration for intramural tennis
and badminton is currently open.
Registration ends Feb. 12 with games
starting the following week.
Those interested i participating
should contact either Coach Walter
Williams for tennis or Dr. Mary
Babke for badminton at the PE
complex or Santiago Villanueva at
UC 102.

HAVING COMPUTER ACCESSIBILITY PROBLEMS?

El Bo5que Apc1itment5

MR COMPUTER

Under New .M.anager

Has A Solution!

BUY or LEASE an IBM Compatible

1609 - 1809 W. Schunior Edinburg

Call 631-0334 for Info
SEMESTER LEASES AVAILABLE
5401 N. loth Street. SUlte # 108

Open Mon. - Fri. 8:30 - 5:30
Sat. 10 - 4 Sun. 1 - 5

Microcomputer Tutoring
and
~~::~~~~~~~~~□~
ilities
A) HELP
Lab Fac
CALL SON'/ AT 631-0334 o

5401 N. 10th Street
Suite #108

McAllen. Texas 78501

roMum1~AJf

free Cable TV Hookup
& One Month free Service
On 2 - 3 Bedroom Leases

0

American Passage Network,
6211 W. Howard Street,
Chica,o, IL 60648.

l>AtA1111SE IIAIM\GEMENT SYSh~

PATOS

JANUARY SPECIAL:
1 Beef Pata 2 Enchiladas
Spanish Rice or
Ranchero Beans

The On-Tour
Coffeehouse
featuring
11

11

Alex
Cole

SZ49
STUDENT SPECIAL
Two Beef and Bean Patos,
Spanish Rice or Refried
Beans for only

$1.98
Open at 7 a.m .
Daily except Sunday at 9 a.m.
For faster service call in an order

383-ons,
across from Pan Am
Eat at El Pato Valleywlde

*

Tennis - 1, 2, & 3 8edrOOf!1S - Next Door To PAU

Comedian
WHITE FLOUI

$49 Deposit
Special Rates On
Leases

Security - Pools - Adult & Family

WORD PROCESS INC,.••SPREADSHEETS,
CRAPIII~, BASIC PIM,RAIIIINC..JOS

WORK FOR
YOURSELF

1-800-221-S!M2 (Central Time),

With

Broncs We Deal!

Get Em They're liot

631-0334

AJ a campus rep you'I be
responsible for placing advertisin1
materials on bulletin boanb and
working on marketing progrm11
for clients such u American
Express, the Navy, CBS and
campus recruiters. Part-time
work, choose your own houn. No
sales. Many of our reps my with
us long after graduation. If you
are self-motMted and a bit or an
entrepreneur, call or write for
more information to:

Welcome You Back To School

McAllen, Texas 78501

Luxury for Less

Ask for Sony

383-8382

Monday, Feb. 2
at Noon in the
Snackbar

A 10% Discount For Students
And Faculty With PAU ID
Come ny Our New

Have-A-Bite
Hot Dogs & Bunitos

Great Mexican & American Food
At Very Affordable PJ'lces

Eat In or C ~ Out

3 8 3-BITE

1522W. Untvm;ity

